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ABOUT THE PRINCIPALS - SALES 
 

TJ became the pioneer of GPS, in the franchised 
dealer space, by preloading the very first new car 
franchise store with GPS and giving the dealer the 
functionality of the device, while the vehicles were 
still in inventory. This type of forward-thinking has 
made him one of the masterminds behind the 
development of Apex Protect GPS proven franchise 
model.  

His dealer-centric focus has created a uniquely 
viable model that quickly changed the sales model for virtually every GPS 
company in the industry. It is his sales model that other companies are still 
attempting to duplicate today. This model works so well that the first dealer 
that he preloaded almost a decade ago, continues to purchase products and 
service from him today.   -  InsightSuccess Magazine 

After building an entirely new business model at a previous GPS company, with 
the innovations mentioned above, TJ left to improve on that model by helping 
to co-found Apex Protect GPS, a state-of-the-art GPS technology and vehicle 
management company.  The company he helped form was created for large, 
multi-location, multi-franchise dealer groups’ need for a product that provided 
consistent inventory management tools as well as an unprecedented and 
“sellable” value to their retail customers.  A system that sees the dealer as 
their customer, instead of a "channel" to get to the end user customer.  A 
completely different view than the majority of the GPS companies in existence 
today.   

With this approach, TJ has helped to create THE MOST dealer-centric program 
in the industry.  Still based on the concepts within his original, visionary 
insight, Apex Protect GPS delivers a win-win for automotive dealers across the 
country by providing proven, seamless and profitable models that ensure the 
features, protection and ease of use that dealers require and are affordable, 
enhanced feature packages that customers desire. 

Personally, TJ has watched the landscape of GPS, in the franchise dealer space, 
experience major change and massive flooding of new companies into the 
industry, over the last several years.  Originally, GPS was used primarily for 
fleet and buy-here-pay-here dealers who wanted to get their vehicles back 
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from customers that couldn’t maintain their payment any longer.  These small, 
independent dealers would find the vehicle using GPS, disable the starter so 
the vehicle is immobile, recover the vehicle and sell it again.  While these 
methods are still in use today, GPS has spread its wings and provided larger 
franchise dealers with more features and in-turn, given them the ability to use 
the product while vehicles are in inventory and then sell the product to the 
customer as a value add to the car, instead of being a straight cost to the 
dealer.   

So, sell 10 devices to an independent used car salesman where you have to 
constantly fight off your competition every month to get that 10-unit order or 
give the functionality to a franchise dealer that preloads the product on every 
vehicle and orders hundreds per month…. every month.  In short, every 
company that manufactured a GPS device saw the opportunity that arose from 
the sales model that TJ created.  They all jumped in head first.  The problem 
becomes, they sell the product to franchise dealers the same way they sell the 
buy-here-pay-here product.  The reason for having the product is very 
different and so is the sales model. 

Not all GPS companies are the same, nor are all GPS company 
executives.  What sets TJ apart from the rest, is his innovative insight in 
launching the first successful model and all that he has observed of "those that 
came after."  Put succinctly, there is no one in the space that better 
understands what the dealer is trying to accomplish with a product like GPS, 
and thus, no one that can better advise a dealer as to the right product for 
their goals, even when that is not Apex Protect GPS.  Or as TJ likes to put it, 
"We're not for everyone. The other GPS companies out there will sell a GPS 
unit in any way that a dealer wants to buy it. We won't. We turn down the 
business that other companies scramble for because we ONLY DO 
PRELOADS.  Which means that we have to be damn good at it.  And we are." 
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ABOUT THE PRINCIPALS – IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Dubbed a “dealer process savant” with a 
“passionate hands-on approach” by Mr. Brian 
Boling, an IoT pioneer who was the original founder 
of Spireon, Lee Burns heads up the operations 
division of Apex Protect GPS, ensuring that all Apex 
GPS processes implemented into dealerships have 
programs that are designed to achieve maximum 
benefit to every area of the dealership. 

Following closely behind TJ’s success in growing the 
preload model into the franchise dealer space, Lee 

was originally hired, at a previous GPS company, as a regional manager to 
oversee the ongoing support of all stores running TJ’s preload program. Being 
new to the area, his only choice was to dive in with lots and lots of questions, 
and lots and lots of attentive listening. Combine that with his passion for 
understanding the interconnectedness of processes and flows within the 
business, and life itself, and Lee was able to add a significant improvement to 
that company’s programs and processes. Bottom line was a promotion to 
National Director and a staff that he hired and trained personally to implement 
his programs nationwide, which resulted in a 417% increase in revenue for 
that area of the company’s business.  

While many would see what he accomplished as having a tremendous 
complication, he saw it as a simplicity. “I just listened to what each area of 
every dealership was asking for from the program. Then I realigned it to try to 
provide as much of that as I could, according to what that company’s platform 
and product would allow. I guess I didn’t know enough to know what couldn’t 
be done.’”  

Like TJ, Lee was thrilled to help co-found Apex Protect GPS, to further 
complete the work he was doing to mold the GPS model to the dealer’s needs, 
as opposed to the usual approach of trying to fit the dealer into the GPS 
company’s needs.  With his unmatched 20 pages of GPS preload 
implementation checklists, (and individual checklists for dealer personnel, on 
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top of that), as the roadmap to implementation success, Lee and his teams are 
helping dealers nationwide to experience success not seen with any other GPS 
company in the industry.  Or, as Insights Success magazine put it: 

Lee “is the driving force behind Apex Protect’s proven franchise model.  He has 
produced processes that are virtually unrivaled in the industry. His programs 
have created a coordinated, seamless flow through the dealerships, which have 
helped dealers automate their inventory management, optimize dealer staff 
production and efficiency, provide added value and increased profitability. 
There is simply no other person in the industry better than Lee at implementing 
GPS preloads for new car franchise dealers, nor anyone who has overseen more 
successful franchised dealer preloads and ongoing programs.” 
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The Apex Connect GPS Connected Car Solution 

 
 
Anyone can sell a GPS device but only Apex Protect GPS helps agents 
implement the highest sell-through penetration GPS program in the 
industry today. 
 
Have you considered offering a GPS program to your dealers that gives 
them inventory management benefits while cars are in inventory, where 
installation and training are customized for every dealer, where every 
department in the dealership profits AND gives dealers valuable retention 
and marketing tools post-sale to close the loop with the customer? 
  
The Apex Protect GPS program offers agents non-cancellable F&I revenue 
with a very “sticky” product that dealers get very reliant on using.   Agents 
receive full support and training from the guys that have implemented and 
customized more GPS programs in new car franchise dealers than anyone 
in the industry. Well, here are a few of the benefits to the Apex Protect 
GPS Connected Car Solution program and what it can do for your dealers, 
you and your agency: 
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
  
Managing inventory for your dealer can be a headache.  Finding a car on 
the lot after an exhaustive search, just to find out it won’t start due to a 
dead battery can be frustrating.  Dealers find themselves searching acres of 
cars or off-site storage locations for the car they want.   If they spend more 
than 10 seconds looking for a car and scramble to find vehicles during floor 
plan audits, you can help.  Every minute away from selling cars for 
inventory management purposes costs them and their sales managers time 
and money.  This is where you come in…offering a quality product to your 
dealers that you are confident in standing behind.   
 
Apex Protect GPS Connected Car Solution dramatically expedites the sales 
cycle as well as helps your dealers manage inventory, sell more cars and 
save a ton of time on floor plan audits.  Other features include stolen 
vehicle recovery, geo-fence monitoring with nightly lockdown, speed and 
boundary alerts, demo/loaner fleet monitoring, retention tools and a 
comprehensive marketing platform. 
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ASSET PROTECTION AND RISK MITIGATION 
 
When it comes to protecting assets and mitigating risk, Apex Protect GPS 
Connected Car Solution is miles ahead of the competition.  Our program is 
not only self-sufficient but is a profit building winner for your dealers. 
Stolen vehicles are recovered, protecting your dealers from the rising cost 
of floor plan insurance.  The best part is you are able to turn this into a 
profit center for your dealer so the customer purchasing the vehicle pays 
for all the benefits you give your dealer. 
 
Our Exclusive “Virtual Hands-On-Hood” service identifies discrepancies in 
GPS inventory on hand compared to the floor plan and your dealers 
manufacturers list.  This allows your dealers to quickly see and resolve 
issues.  What use to take a day can now be done in minutes!  The highly 
sophisticated and exclusive reports we provide now make it possible for 
your dealers to do monthly inventory checks, with ease and solve issues 
before they arise. 
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MARKETING TO CUSTOMERS 
 
We know that marketing to customers is time-consuming and unreliable 
due to the lack of accurate information.  Recent in-depth market research 
has suggested that effective marketing and advertising for customer 
acquisition takes a tremendous amount of dealers’ time and money. 
 
The Apex Protect GPS Connected Car Solution provides precise, real-time 
mileage and diagnostic information to your dealers and enables them to 
accurately send customized app based notifications and messages to 
previous customers.   The mileage alerts enhance service marketing 
accuracy instead of using costly, outdated algorithms and mailers.  “Check 
Engine Light” diagnostics maximize service retention and enhance service 
loyalty.  As an agent, you are able to offer these unparalleled retention and 
marketing tools to your dealers and become a valuable asset to your 
dealer. 
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PROFIT RETENTION 
 

Profit creation and retention are all important.  It is naturally a big concern 
for dealers.  The Apex Protect GPS Connected Car Solution offers profit 
opportunities for every department within the dealership and helps your 
dealers keep a larger percentage of their addendum and add-on products 
because it’s a tangible and useful product for the consumer.  When the app 
is used by sales department personnel and shown to the customer, value is 
built at the time of sale.    

The Apex Protect GPS Connected Car Solution gives your dealers more 
options to sell to the customer than any other GPS company.  Our program 
produces a higher sell-through penetration, 2 to 3 times industry average, 
adding non-cancellable F&I revenue to your dealers’ bottom line.  
Obviously, you are able to generate tons of revenue for you and your 
agency when installed on every car the dealer sells.   
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CUSTOMER RETENTION 

The Apex Protect GPS Connected Car Solution customer retention platform 
is based on accurate, real-time diagnostic and mileage information.  
Marketing to customers in a timely manner for sales and/or service is 
crucial to closing the loop with previous customers and building retention.   
With it, your dealers know precisely when their customers have crossed 
certain mileage markers or have a “check engine” light that has come on 
and can use this information to market to customers based on real-time 
data, instead of dated algorithms.  

Closing the loop with the customer ensures that your dealers’ customers 
keep coming back into the dealership for service and eventually for another 
new car.  
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SUMMARY 

  
The Apex Protect GPS Connected Car Solution helps dealers across the 
country with real-time Inventory Management, Asset Protection and Risk 
Mitigation, Marketing to Customers, Profit Creation as well as Customer 
Retention based on accurate mileage and trouble code information.  
 
These 5 key features vastly aid in helping your dealers run their businesses 
more effectively and manage assets as well as close the loop with customers, 
increasing your value to dealers.   Along with these features, our unique 
process differentiators give Apex Protect GPS the highest penetration rates in 
the industry.  Our agents are able to fend off competing GPS programs as well 
as other agents trying to encroach on your most valuable asset, your 
relationship with your dealer.     
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WHAT'S NEXT? 
 
 

 
 

Call us with any questions on 
877-886-5434 

 
OR 

 
Schedule another discussion/question session at 

The GPS Agent.Com
 


